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ABSTRACT

Display of stereo images is widely used to enhance the viewing experience of three-dimensional imaging and
communication systems. In this paper, we propose a method for estimating the quality of stereoscopic images
using segmented image features and disparity. This method is inspired by the human visual system. We believe
the perceived distortion and disparity of any stereoscopic display is strongly dependent on local features, such
as edge (non-plane) and non-edge (plane) areas. Therefore, a no-reference perceptual quality assessment is
developed for JPEG coded stereoscopic images based on segmented local features of artifacts and disparity.
Local feature information such as edge and non-edge area based relative disparity estimation, as well as the
blockiness and the blur within the block of images are evaluated in this method. Two subjective stereo image
databases are used to evaluate the performance of our method. The subjective experiments results indicate our
model has sufficient prediction performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, there have been many efforts to enhance the viewing experience of stereo imaging and visual
communication systems by incorporating three-dimensional (3D) imaging. This trend has a strong impact on
daily life applications ranging from entertainment1 to more specialized applications such as robot navigation,2

remote education,3 medical applications like body exploration,4 and therapeutic purposes.5 There are many
alternative technologies for 3D image/video display and communication, including holographic, volumetric and
stereoscopic; stereoscopic image/video seems to be the most developed technology at the present.6 Stereoscopic
image consists of two images (left and right views) captured by closely located (approximately the distance be-
tween two eyes) two cameras. These views constitute a stereo pair and can be perceived as a virtual view in 3D
by human observers with the rendering of corresponding view points. Although the technologies required for 3D
image are emerging rapidly, the effect of these technologies as well as image compression on the perceptual quality
of 3D viewing has not been thoroughly studied. Therefore, perceptual 3D image quality is an important issue to
assess the performance of all 3D imaging applications. There are several signal processing operations have been
designed for stereoscopic images7 and some researchers are still working to develop a new standard for efficient
multi-view image/video coding.8 They believe the image compression technique that used in 2D image material
can also be applied independently on the left and right images of a stereo image pair to save valuable bandwidth
and storage capacity. There is no doubt that subjective testing is the most accurate method for perceived image
quality as it reflects true human perception. However, it is time consuming, expensive, and cannot be done
in real time. As a result, the development of objective quality evaluation method (i.e. computational model
that can automatically predict perceptual image quality) is getting more attention in the quality assessment field.

Although, several conventional 2D objective quality assessment methods9 have been proposed based on peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), mean squared error (MSE), or human visual system (HVS) characteristics in the
last two decades for images/ videos, no comparable effort has been devoted to the quality assessment of stereo-
scopic images. A full-reference (FR) quality metric for the assessment of stereoscopic image pairs using the
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Figure 1. Histogram and standard deviations of MOS scores: (a) Histogram, (b) Standard deviations.

fusion of 2D quality metrics and of the depth information is proposed in.10 The study is evaluated that the FR
metric of 2D quality assessment can be used for an extension to 3D with the incorporation of depth information.
In,11 the selection of the rate allocation strategy between views is addressed for scalable multi-view video codec
to obtain the best rate-distortion performance. In,12 the quality of 3D videos stored as monoscopic color videos
that augmented by pixel depth map and finally this pixel information used for color coding and depth data. In,13

the effect of low pass filtering one channel of a stereo sequence is explored in terms of perceived quality, depth,
and sharpness. The result found that the correlation between image quality and perceived depth is low for low
pass filtering. A comprehensive analysis of the perceptual requirements for 3D TV is made in14 along with a
description of the main artifacts of stereo TV. In,15 the concept of visual fatigue and its subjective counterpart,
visual discomfort in relation to stereoscopic display technology, and image generation is reviewed. To guarantee
the visual comfort in consumer applications, such as stereoscopic television, it is recommended to adhere to a
limit of ‘one degree of disparity’, which still allows sufficient depth rendering for most applications. In,16 the
effects of camera base distance and JPEG coding on overall image quality, perceived depth, perceived sharpness,
and perceived eye strain are discussed. The relationship between the perceived overall image quality and the
perceived depth are discussed in.17 In,18 an FR quality assessment model is proposed for stereoscopic color
images based on texture features of left image as well as disparity information between left and right images.
In,19 a positive relationship between depth and perceived image quality for uncompressed stereoscopic images is
described. Subjective ratings of video quality for MPEG-2 coded stereo and non-stereo sequences with different
bit rates are investigated in.20

Perceived quality of stereoscopic images depends on several factors such as the rendered perception of depth,
stereoscopic impairments (keystone distortion, depth plane curvature, puppet theater effect, cross talk, card-
board effect, shear distortion, picket fence effect and image flipping) and visual discomfort.15 However, overall
perceptual quality reflects the combined effect of the multidimensional factors. We believe that human visual
perception is very sensitive to edge information and perceived image distortions are strongly dependent on the
local features such as edge, and non edge areas and also depth/disparity perception is dependent on the local
features of images. Therefore in this work, we propose an no-reference (NR) quality assessment model for stereo-
scopic images based on segmented local features of artifacts and disparity. In many practical applications, the
reference image is not available, therefore a NR quality assessment approach is desirable. Here, we limit our work
to JPEG coded stereoscopic images only. A similar approach based on three local features such as edge, flat,
and texture was made in.21 The metric used too many parameters (thirteen) and local features (three) and used
only one subjective database. Therefore, the metric has a chance of over trained on the database. Consequently,
it may create an opportunity to falsely improve assessed metric beside the training parameters. Moreover, com-
putational cost of the model was high. Therefore, we consider two local features (edge and non-edge) and eight
reduced parameters with low computational cost in this paper. We generalize this algorithm, and provide a more
extensive set of validation results on the two databases. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
describes briefly the two subjective databases that are used to evaluate our method. The details of our approach
is given in Section 3. Results are discussed in Section 4 and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Figure 2. Proposed NR quality evaluation model.

2. THE SUBJECTIVE DATABASES

2.1 Toyama Database
The Media Information and Communication Technology (MICT) lab., University of Toyama conducted subjective
experiment on 24 bit/pixel RGB color stereoscopic images.21 The database contained JPEG coded symmetric
and asymmetric 490 stereoscopic image pairs of size 640 × 480. Out of all, ten were reference stereo pairs. The
seven quality scales (QS: 10, 15, 27, 37, 55, 79, and reference) were selected for the JPEG coder. A double
stimulus impairment scale (DSIS) method was used in the subjective experiment. Both distorted and original
images were displayed sequentially . At the end of the presentation, the subject was asked to assess the annoyance
he/she felt over all perceptual quality on the distorted stereo image with respect to the reference stereo one. The
impairment scale contained five categories marked with adjectives and numbers as follows: “Imperceptible =5”,
“Perceptible but not annoying =4”, “Slightly annoying =3”, “Annoying =2” and “Very annoying =1”. Twenty-
four non-expert subjects (12 males and 12 females, age range: 19-32 years) were shown the database; most of
them were college/university student. A 10-inch auto stereoscopic, LCD (SANYO) display (resolution: 640 ×
480, image splitter technology) was used in this experiment to display the stereoscopic images and the subjects
were instructed about the limited horizontal viewing angle to perceive 3D image correctly. Mean opinion scores
(MOSs) were then computed for each stereo image after the screening of post-experiment results according to
ITU-R Rec. 500-10.22 The MOS histogram and standard deviations of all MOSs of the database are shown in
Figure 1.

2.2 IRCCyN/IVC Database
The IRCCyN lab, university of Nantes conducted subjective experiment on 24 bit/pixel RGB color stereoscopic
images of size 512 × 448.10 Six reference stereo images and their five degradation levels JPEG and JPEG2000
coded images were used in the database. Total sixty symmetric coded image pairs were consider in the database.
JPEG2000 compressions used bit rates ranging from 0.16 bits per pixel (bpp) to 0.71 bpp while JPEG compression
involved bit rates ranging from 0.24 bpp to 1.3 bpp. The subjective assessment methodology for video quality
(SAMVIQ) method was used in the experiment. The SAMVIQ method has possible to combine quality evaluation
capabilities and ability to discriminate similar levels of quality, using an implicit comparison process. The method
is based on a random access process to play sequence files. Subjects can start and stop the evaluation process
as they wish and can follow their own paces in rating, modifying grades, repeating play out when needed. Each
subject used a slider on a continuous scale graded from 0 to 100 defined by 5 linearly quality terms “bad”,
“poor”, “fair”, “good”, and “Excellent”. Seventeen subjects, mostly males familiar with subjective tests, with
an average age of 28.2 years took part in the test. A 21-inch Samsung SyncMaster 1100MB stereoscopic display
(resolution: 1024 × 768) was uses in the experiment. At the end of the test sessions, the difference mean opinion
score (DMOS) is computed as the difference between the MOS for the hidden reference and the MOS one relative
to the image. Details of the experiment was discussed in.10

3. OBJECTIVE STEREOSCOPIC IMAGE QUALITY EVALUATION

It has already been established that the primary function of the human visual system (HVS) is to extract struc-
tural or edge information from the viewing field, and the HVS is highly adapted for this purpose.23 Human visual
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Figure 3. Block based segmented images

perception is very sensitive to edge detection, consequently, perceive distortions should be strongly dependent
on local features such as edge, and non-edge. Thus, we believe that 3D depth perception is strongly dependent
on objects, structures or textures edges of stereo image content. Therefore, an NR perceptual stereoscopic image
quality assessment method is proposed based on segmented local features of artifacts and disparity in this re-
search. An efficient 2D compression technique, JPEG codec is applied independently on the left and right views
of the stereo image pairs. Since JPEG is a block based discrete cosine transform (DCT) coding technique, both
blocking and blurring artifacts may be created during quantization of DCT coefficients in the coded images.
Blocking effect occurs due to the discontinuity at block boundaries, which is generated because the quantization
in JPEG is block based and the blocks are quantized independently. Here, blockiness of a block is calculated as
the average difference around the block boundary. The blurring effect is mainly due to the loss of high frequency
DCT coefficients, which smooths the image signal within each block. Thus, higher blurring represents more
smooth the image signal which causes the reduction of signal edge points. Consequently, average edge point de-
tection measures of a block gives more insight into the relative blur in the image. Here, zero-crossing technique
is used as an edge detector. Although, the impact of coding artifacts on the perceived stereoscopic image quality
of an asymmetric image pair depends on the visual appearance of the artifact, where blockiness appears to be
much more disturbing than blur,24 we take into account maximum blockiness and blur measures between the left
and right views. Therefore, we consider higher blockiness and lower zero-crossing values between the two views.
The block diagram of the proposed model is shown in Figure 2. For simplicity, only the luminance component is
considered to make quality prediction of the color stereo images. As, both features artifacts as well as disparity
are estimated based on segmented local features. At first the details of segmentation is discussed in the following
sub Section. Subsequently, the artifacts and disparity measures are described in the next sub Sections.

3.1 Block Based Segmentation

In order to classify edge and non-edge blocks of an image, we use a simple block based segmentation algo-
rithm.21 First, we establish a simple pixel based segmentation to classify each pixel within the image into either
a edge, or non-edge pixel. Initially, standard deviation (STD) of each pixel is estimated within its 3×3 and 5×5
neighborhood pixels. For all corners pixels, we take into account only available pixels for the measures. Let
STD3×3(m, n), and STD5×5(m, n) be the standard deviated image of 3×3 and 5×5 neighborhood, respectively.
Then we calculate absolute difference, Da(m, n) by the following equation:

Da(m, n) = |STD3×3(m, n) − STD5×5(m, n)| (1)

where m = 1, 2,....M and N = 1,2,....N. Subsequently, we calculate STD of Da(m, n) by
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D =

√√√√ 1
M × N

M×N∑
i=1

(Da − Dai)2 (2)

We then use the following algorithm to classify edge and non-edge pixels of the image.

P (m, n) =
{

1 if Da(m, n) >= D
0 otherwise

where “1” and “0” denote edge and non-edge pixels respectively. Secondly, we classify each block (8×8) of the
image into either edge or non-edge block by using the segmentation algorithm.

The block based segmentation algorithm:
Sum = ne + nn (3)

where ne, and nn are respectively the number of edge, and non-edge pixels per (8×8) block. Therefore, the
“Sum” is the total number of pixels per block.

if
( ne

Sum
> thn

)
then the block is “edge”

else the block is “non − edge”

The threshold value, thn = 0.25 and it is calculated empirically. The value (0.25) indicates that if more
than 25% pixels within a block is edge, the block will be considered as “edge” block. The performance of the
block based segmentation algorithm for two reference images are shown in Figure 3. The white, and dark blocks
are respectively indicate edge, and non-edge areas in the segmented images. The Figure 3 indicates sufficient
segmentation performance. Although, this segmentation is used to predict quality assessment, it is not an exactly
accurate segmentation. Because, if any block contains same type of pixels (either edge or non-edge), the block
then ideally considers as either edge or non-edge. Otherwise, it is very difficult to identify accurately the type
of blocks.

3.2 Image Artifacts Measure
To measure JPEG coded stereo image artifacts, we estimate blockiness and zero-crossing in spatial domain based
on segmented local features. Firstly, we calculate blockiness (B) and zero-crossing (ZC) of each 8×8 block of
the stereo image pair separately (left and right images). Secondly, we apply the block (8×8) based segmentation
algorithm (see Section 3.1) to the left and right images individually to classify edge, and non-edge blocks in the
images. Thirdly, we average each value of B and ZC separately for edge, and non-edge blocks of each image of
the stereo pair. Fourthly, the total blockiness and zero crossing of the stereo image pair is estimated respectively
based on the higher blockiness value and lower zero crossing value between the left and right images distinctly for
edge, and non-edge blocks. And finally, we update these blockiness and zero crossing values by some weighting
factors that are optimized by an optimization algorithm. The mathematical features, blockiness and zero crossing
measures within each block of the images are calculated horizontally and then vertically.
For horizontal direction: Let the test image signal is x(m, n) for m ∈ [1, M] and n ∈ [1, N], a differencing signal
along each horizontal line is calculated by

dh(m, n) = x(m, n + 1) − x(m, n), (4)

n ∈ [1, N-1] and m ∈ [1, M]
Blockiness of a block (8×8) in horizontal direction is estimated by

Bbh =
1
8

8∑
i=1

|dh(i, 8j)| (5)

where “i” and “8j” are respectively number of row and column position, and j = 1, 2, 3, ...(N/8).
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For horizontal zero crossing (ZC):

zh(m, n) =
{

1 if horizontal ZC at dh(m, n)
0 otherwise (6)

where the size of zh(m, n) is M × (N − 2). The horizontal zero-crossing of a block (8 × 8), ZCbh, is calculated
as follows:

ZCbh =
8∑

i=1

8∑
j=1

zh(i, j) (7)

Thus, we can calculate blockiness and zero crossing of each available block of the left and right images.
For vertical direction: We can also calculate a differencing signal along each vertical line:

dv(m, n) = x(m + 1, n) − x(m, n), (8)

n ∈ [1, N] and m ∈ [1, M-1]
Similarly, the vertical features of blockiness (Bbv) and zero crossing (ZCbv) of the block are calculated. Therefore,
the overall features Bb and ZCb per block are given by:

Bb =
Bbh + Bbv

2
, ZCb =

ZCbh + ZCbv

2
(9)

Consequently, the average blockiness value of edge, and non-edge areas of the left image are calculated by:

Ble =
1

Ne

Ne∑
b=1

Bbe (10)

Bln =
1

Nn

Nn∑
b=1

Bbn (11)

where Ne, and Nn are respectively the number of edge, and non-edge blocks of the image. Similarly, the average
blockiness values of Bre, and Brn for the right image are calculated. The average zero crossing values of ZCle,
and ZCln for the left image are estimated by:

ZCle =
1

Ne

Ne∑
b=1

ZCbe (12)

ZCln =
1

Nn

Nn∑
b=1

ZCbn (13)

Similarly, the average zero crossing values of ZCre, and ZCrn for the right image are calculated. We then
calculate the total blockiness and zero crossing features of edge, and non-edge areas of the stereo image. For the
total blockiness features (Be, and Bn) of the stereo image, we consider only the higher values between the left
and right images by the following algorithm:

Be/n (Bl, Br) =
{

Bl if Bl >= Br
Br otherwise

However for zero crossing features (ZCe, and ZCn), we estimate lower values between the left and right images
by the following algorithm:

ZCe/n (ZCl, ZCr) =
{

ZCl if ZCl <= ZCr
ZCr otherwise

Finally, the overall blockiness, and zero crossing of each stereo image pair are calculated by

B = Be
w1 · Bn

w2 (14)
Z = ZCe

w3 · ZCn
w4 (15)

where w1, and w2 are the weighting factors for the blockiness of edge, and non-edge areas and also w3, and w4

are the weighting factors for zero-crossing.
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Figure 4. Stereo pairs and its depth maps.

3.3 Relative Disparity Measure

Although, many features based approaches are used for stereo matching/disparity estimation,25 a simple block
based difference zero-crossing (DZC) rate approach is used in this work. The principal of the disparity estimation
is to divide the left image into non overlapping 8×8 blocks with classification of edge and non-edge blocks. For
each 8×8 block of the left image, stereo correspondence searching is conducted based on minimum difference
zero crossing (MDZC) rate between the same corresponding block and up to ± 32 pixels of the right image. In
order to reduce computational cost, we restricted the correspondence search to 1D (i.e. horizontally) only and
within ± 32 pixels. The depth maps of the two sample stereo image pairs are shown in Figure 4. Colors in the
depth maps that are indicated by vertical color bars in right are estimated depths of the images pairs. Although
disparity means a measure of position displacement between the left and right images, an intensity based DZC
rate is determined between the block of a left image and the corresponding searching block in the right image
as relative disparity. Two type of relative disparities are considered in this method.

d1: DZC rate between only the same corresponding block of the two views (like a measure of difference).
d2: DZC rate between a block of a left image and the correspondence searching block (MDZC rate based) within
± 32 pixels of the right image.

In order to measure disparity, firstly, the segmentation algorithm is applied to left image only to classify edge
and non-edge blocks. Secondly, block based DZC is estimated in the two corresponding blocks (according to
d1 or d2) between the left and right images. Thirdly, we average the DZC rate values separately for edge and
non-edge blocks. Finally, the values are updated with some weighting factors. If ZCl, and ZCr be the zero
crossing of a block of left image and the corresponding searching block of right image, respectively. The DZC of
the block can be estimated by the following equation:

DZC = ZCl ⊕ ZCr (16)

DZCR =
1

8 × 8

∑
DZC (17)

For horizontal direction: Let ZClh, and ZCrh be the zero crossing of a block of left image and the corresponding
searching block of right image in horizontal direction, respectively. The DZCh of the block are estimated by the
following equation:

DZCh = ZClh ⊕ ZCrh (18)

Thus, we can calculate DZCh rate (DZCRh) of the 8×8 block by
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DZCRh =
1

8 × 8

∑
DZCh (19)

Subsequently, the average DZCRh (AZCh) for edge, and non-edge blocks of the left image are calculated by

AZChe =
1

Ne

Ne∑
e=1

DZCRhe (20)

AZChn =
1

Nn

Nn∑
e=1

DZCRhn (21)

where Ne, and Nn are respectively the number of edge, and non-edge blocks of the left image.

For vertical direction: similarly, we can calculate AZCve , and AZCvn . Subsequently, the total disparity
features for edge, AZCe and non-edge, AZCn areas are estimated by the following equation:

AZCe =
AZChe + AZCve

2
, AZCn =

AZChn + AZCvn

2
(22)

Finally, the over all disparity feature is estimated by

DZ = AZCe
w5 · AZCn

w6 (23)

where w5, and w6 are respectively the weighting factors of the disparity features for edge, and non-edge areas.

3.4 Features Combination

In order to combine artifacts and disparity features to develop a stereo quality assessment model. We consider
the following features combined equation:

S = α(DZ) + βB · Z (24)

where α, and β are the model parameters. The model parameters and weighting factors (w1 to w6) are must
be estimated by an optimization algorithm with the subjective test data. We consider a logistic function as
the nonlinearity property between the human perception and the physical features. Finally, the obtained MOS
prediction, MOSp, is derived by the following equation.9

MOSp =
4

1 + exp[−1.0217(S − 3)]
+ 1 (25)

Here, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) algorithm is used for optimization.26

Table 1. Model parameters and weighting factors for quality scale, 1-5

α = -88.8009 β = 95.0422

w1 = 0.0264 w2 = -0.0241 w3 = -0.0202

w4 = -0.0044 w5 = 0.00086 w6 = 0.0129

Table 2. Model parameters and weighting factors for quality scale, 0-100

α = -80.0253 β = 133.0728

w1 = -0.0093 w2 = -0.0269 w3 = 0.0024

w4 = 0.0184 w5 = 0.0137 w6 = -0.0379
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(a) (b)

Figure 5. MOS versus MOSp of Toyama database: (a) With disparity, d1 (b) With disparity, d2

Figure 6. The MOSp performances on texture variety of stereo pairs over the quality range. The predictions points ∗ and
± 2 standard deviation intervals are shown for each stereo pair.
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4. RESULTS

In order to verify the permanence of our method extensively we considered two databases: Toyama and IRCCyN,s
(see Section 2.1, and 2.2). Since our method is using two different quality scale related (Toyama: MOS scale,
1-5, and IRCCyN, DMOS scale, 0-100) databases, it is difficult to develop a common mathematical relationship
between these two scales. Therefore, Pinson and Wolf27 presented a mapping method to convert one subject
scale to another, however the performance was not good at all for all subjective data sets. As a result, we do
not combine the two different subjective experiment data, but the real subjective scores of both databases are
considered. We also estimate the method’s parameters and weighting factors for the two databases individually.
We consider only the JPEG coded stereo images from the IRCCyN database. The logistic function of quality
scale is 0-100 in the work9 is also used in our approach.

In order to use the Toyama database, we divide the database into two parts for training and testing. The
training database consists of five randomly selected reference stereo pairs (from the total ten) and all of their
different combinations of symmetric/asymmetric coded stereo images (245 stereo pairs). The testing database
consists of the other five reference stereo pairs and their symmetric/asymmetric coded versions (245 stereo pairs),
and also there is no overlapping between training and testing. Similarly, for the IRCCyN database, the training
dataset consists of ten randomly detected stereo pairs and the testing consists of the other ten stereo pairs with
no overlapping between training and testing. The model’s parameters and weighting factors are obtained for the
two quality scales by the PSO optimization algorithm with all of the training images are shown in Tables 1 and 2.
In order to provide quantitative measures on the performance of the proposed method, we will follow the standard
performance evaluation procedures employed in the video quality experts group (VQEG) FR-TV Phase II test,28

where mainly Pearson linear correlation coefficient (CC), Average absolute prediction error (AAE), Root mean
square prediction error (RMSE), and Outlier Ratio (OR) between objective (predicted) and subjective scores
were used for evaluation. We consider four approaches for evaluations; proposed method with relative disparity
d1, d2, without disparity, and 2D quality mean (i.e. proposed approach is used as a fusion of 2D quality metrics).
The evaluation results are summarized in Tables 3, and 4 for the Toyama and IRCCyN databases, respectively.
The Tables shown that the proposed model performances with disparities for every one of the evaluation metrics
are quite sufficient for the both databases. It has also been observed from the Tables 3, and 4 that the proposed
model provides sufficient prediction accuracy (higher CC), and sufficient prediction consistency (lower OR). The
Tables also shows the method performance with the two relative disparities are closed and superior compared
to without disparity. Whereas, “2D quality mean” approachs performance is not sufficient even compared to
without disparity approach. Although, the incorporation of real disparities measure to the FR stereo quality
metrics10 indicate poor results, our method with relative disparities indicate better results compared to without
disparity. Therefore, the relative disparity can be a significant measure for 3D quality prediction. The MOS
versus MOS predictions (MOSp) of our proposed method with disparities for Toyama databases is shown in
Figure 5. The symbols ∗ and ◦ respectively indicate MOSp points for the databases of training and testing.
The MOSp points ∗ and the error bars of ±2 standard deviation (STD) intervals of four different stereo images
are shown in Figure 6. Error bars show the ±2 STD interval of the MOS. The Figure indicates the predictions
consistently performed well in almost similar nature on variety of image content. In addition, we compare the
performance of our proposed method against the recently published method.21 The method was used the Toyama
database only. Our proposed method’s evaluation results on the same database are shown in Table 5. Table
5 shows that though both methods’ evaluation performance are all most same for the training database the
performance of our proposed method is superior compared to the published method on the testing database.

5. CONCLUSION

We propose a NR stereoscopic image quality assessment method for JPEG coded symmetric/asymmetric images
which used the perceptual differences of local features such as edge and non-edge. Local features based artifacts
and disparity measures are estimated in this approach. Two subjective databases are used to verify the per-
formance of the method. The results show that the model performs quite well over wide range of stereo image
content and distortion levels. Although the approach is used only for JPEG coded stereo images, future research
can be extended to generalize the approach by irrespective of coders.
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Table 3. Evaluation results for training and testing (Scale, 1-5)

Proposed model T raining (245 stereo pairs)
CC AAE RMSE OR

With disparity (d1) 0.962 0.303 0.379 0.065

With disparity (d2) 0.957 0.307 0.381 0.078

Without disparity 0.957 0.324 0.395 0.078

Using 2D mean 0.916 0.406 0.513 0.074

Testing (245 stereo pairs)

With disparity (d1) 0.943 0.320 0.391 0.049

With disparity (d2) 0.939 0.336 0.408 0.049

Without disparity 0.930 0.359 0.438 0.061

Using 2D mean 0.883 0.438 0.559 0.061

Table 4. Evaluation results (training + testing) on IRCCyN’s dataset (Scale, 0-100)

Model JPEG coded stereo pairs only
CC AAE RMSE OR

With disparity (d1) 0.94 6.67 7.99 0.05

With disparity (d2) 0.94 6.38 7.82 0.05

Without disparity 0.91 8.27 10.24 0.15

Using 2D mean 0.90 8.32 10.28 0.15
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